**Toward unrestricted use of public genomic data**

Publication interests should not limit access to public data


Despite some notable progress in data sharing policies and practices, restrictions are still often placed on the open and unconditional use of various genomic data after they have received official approval for release to the public domain or to public databases. These restrictions, which often conflict with the terms and conditions of the funding bodies who supported the release of those data for the benefit of the scientific community and society, are perpetuated by the lack of clear guiding rules for data usage. Existing guidelines for data released to the public domain recognize but fail to resolve tensions between the importance of free and unconditional use of these data and the “right” of the data producers to the first publication. This self-contradiction has resulted in a loophole that allows different interpretations and a continuous debate between data producers and data users on the use of public data. We argue that the publicly available data should be treated as open data, a shared resource with unrestricted use for analysis, interpretation, and publication.

**SHARING, PUBLISHING, PARADOX**

The landmark 2003 Fort Lauderdale Agreement (1) supports the free and unrestricted use of genome sequencing data by the scientific community after the data and related phenotype information have had ethical approval for release but before those data are used for publication. In the years since the agreement, the issue of materializing wider, faster, more efficient data sharing has been a recurring theme (2–4). Data sharing policies have not been static, and many funding agencies have fine-tuned policies focused on specific platforms (such as genome-wide association studies) or even with wider spectra of data being covered (for example, the 2014 National Institutes of Health Genome Data Sharing Policy). A number of widely adopted developments [such as open-access, FAIR (findable, accessible, interoperable, and reusable) principles (5)] have created a more refined data-sharing ecosystem that is not captured by the earlier agreements. In order to address the current complexities of data sharing, new community efforts are being organized. For example, the European Bioinformatics Institute has launched a community survey to determine what most investigators want for open data in microbiome research.

However, despite improvements in aspects of data sharing policies in the past 15 years, with much focus on determining when data should be made publicly available (for example, the ENCODE project has recently eliminated the 9-month moratorium on data usage, applied in earlier phases of the project), policies have not adequately resolved a critical dilemma, regarding how data are to be used once made publicly available. The Fort Lauderdale Agreement contains a self-contradictory proposition, proposing that the scientist leading the generation of new data should “make the data generated by the resource immediately and freely available without restriction,” yet at the same time recommending that the users of the data should “recognize that the resource producers have a legitimate interest in publishing prominent peer-reviewed reports describing and analyzing the resource that they have produced.” With immediate release, resource producers are not always guaranteed that they can publish prominent peer-reviewed reports if others use their data first. This paradox is evident despite the agreement’s acknowledgment of academic fair play, encouraging users of data publicly released in this fashion to “appropriately cite the source of the data analysed and acknowledge the resource producers.”

In light of this, supporters of restricted use of public genomic data point to the agreement to argue that the first use of the data after they become public should still be restricted so that the principal investigator (PI) under whom the data were generated should retain the rights to first publication. This has been frequently implemented as official data release policy from various institutes or research consortia who make the data publicly available but restrict the analysis by the larger community (6). Even when the data have become public following the data release policy of the funding agency, proponents of this view argue that outside investigators should still contact the scientist(s) that have generated the initial data and request permission for using them. Some supporters go as far as extending this proposal to data that are not just public but also already published in research articles. In these cases, the PIs of those projects would like to maintain the prime (or even exclusive) rights for further analysis and publication of the data that they produced, even after their initial publication.

Justification of these restrictions is commonly that (i) prepublication data are not validated and may contain errors and (ii) generating new data typically involves years of preparation, including
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**“Unrestricted use of public data should be aligned with a reward system in research and academia.”**
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project design, setting up collaborations, and sampling—most of which requires the extended and strenuous efforts of several people, including students and postdoctorals, not to mention the operational cost of processing samples for sequencing. Several other fields of biomedical research beyond genomics have also continued to have very limited data availability; for example, many large epidemiological cohorts [such as EPIC (European Prospective Investigation into Cancer and Nutrition), the Rotterdam Study, and Nurses’ Health Study] retain the data for use only by the PI and his or her associates, even after hundreds of articles have been published in the literature. With increasing interdisciplinarity in science, it is becoming more common for very different traditions toward data sharing to coexist in the same project, such as when a nutritional epidemiology cohort (a field with a tradition of limited sharing) undertakes microbiome analyses (a field with a strong tradition of sharing).

OUTSIDERS AND VALUE ADDED

Many developments have rendered the Fort Lauderdale Agreement rather outdated and in need of a revision to reflect the current state of science and technology. Past recommendations have been typically restricted to well-defined community resource projects, and none of them covers all sequencing projects. As new, larger, and more complex datasets become available, the need to optimize and to bring up to date the existing sharing practices to meet current challenges becomes even greater.

The sequencing revolution has resulted in the generation of myriad datasets, many of which are publicly released without an accompanying publication. These datasets are often processed and integrated into public databases and public repositories, or under scholarly commons such as the Open Science Framework. The large number of datasets integrated into these and similar resources (totaling hundreds of thousands of datasets) and the lack of comprehensive automated mechanisms to track the publication status of each dataset make it virtually impossible to publish before the scientists who produced the original data, analytical capabilities and/or overarching protocols for analyzing more comprehensive sets of data, pre- or post-publication. Also, sequence datasets can be interrogated by means of numerous value-added platforms and tools from multiple groups.

Although publication of other researchers’ data can lead to claims of “data parasitism,” many acknowledge that such use of data can add value (8)—for example, owing to the increased knowledge obtained from meta analyses of multiple datasets with goals substantially different to, or unanticipated by, the original data generators. Indeed, many researchers have built global consortia from these data-sharing models and approaches, such as Tara Oceans, MetaSUB, and Earth BioGenome.

ATTRIBUTION AND INCENTIVES

We argue that once data are publicly released following the data release rules of the agency that funded the project, they should be freely available for use without any restrictions or conditions. Our recommendation rests on the following guiding principles: (i) Public genomics data that have ethics approval for release should be open data—available for unrestricted use, together with associated metadata—with the exception of sensitive human data to which additional ethics restrictions may apply (9); (ii) science advances through open competition with clear-cut, transparent rules, not through posing restrictions and limitations; and (iii) credit should be given appropriately to resource producers and should be transparent.

These recommendations should not impede protection of sensitive human data. We acknowledge that for existing sensitive human data, some restrictions may be appropriate. However, moving forward, explicit informed consent can remove much of this obstacle if participants are told in advance that their data will be maximally, openly used and what the potential (if often minimal) risks inherent in this use are.

In the meantime, resistance to sharing sensitive data, such as those from clinical trials, is gradually being curbed. Some major clinical journals such as PLOS Medicine...
and The BMJ have policies to not publish clinical trials unless the authors pledge to share the raw data (10). An empirical evaluation showed that trialists shared raw data from 46% of these trials upon request, and reanalyses of the raw data did not change any of the major conclusions (10). Across the entire biomedical literature, in 2015 to 2017, about one-fifth of published articles shared raw data, a major increase over previous years (11).

Unrestricted use of public data should be aligned with a reward system in research and academia (12). Institutions and funders need to recognize the coinage of open data sharing and confer the proper credit on scientists who generate the data. Universities and research institutions may offer promotion and tenure on the basis of different tracks that may suit data generators, data analysts, data translators, or scientists who combine two or more of these functions. This is particularly important when the data producer has less influence or resources compared with outsiders who can leverage the impact of those data—a dichotomy that occurs frequently in international science.

Attribution is particularly important when there are power imbalances in science. Digital object identifiers (DOIs) have been used to monitor and track changes for any data type (such as figshare) and are now used quite broadly. These can be readily incorporated into digital content prospectively or retrospectively because they provide a solid framework to monitor and track the use of all sequencing projects, including unpublished datasets (13).

It is also important to identify efficient ways to give credit for the generation of protocols that describe the process of data production and the physical effort and thinking that was invested toward producing specific datasets. Such protocols can also be efficiently linked to the datasets they generate. Furthermore, many datasets and projects are currently created by merging multiple smaller sets of data. The challenge is to adopt smart strategies so that these iterative agglomerations can still carry the DOIs or other reference of the smaller sets that they have incorporated. This becomes increasingly important for the numerous databases that collect, integrate, and improve the quality and value of the public raw data or are linked to time series studies. To a large extent, these resources are also generating new data and metadata, enabling the community to advance research and make new discoveries.

Eventually, this approach should aim at providing an independent means of evaluating the impact of the research products that are created by individual scientists. Efforts to facilitate data deposition by data generators by improving the process of data submission to public repositories and recognizing the effort to generate such public data sets are critical. Although we acknowledge the need for an improved credit system for data generators, asking for data generators to be, by default, the data analysts as well is like requiring a screenplay writer also to be the director of the movie. Although these functions may sometimes coexist, they don’t have to.

The scale of data generation makes it imperative to revisit data release policies that with detailed protocols at the time a manuscript is submitted for peer review, rather than after publication (9).

The need for clear policy that protects public data from restrictions has become even more important with recently proposed changes to the Nagoya Protocol to the Convention on Biological Diversity and the ongoing efforts to include “digital sequence information” in an international agreement against biopiracy (15). Wider data sharing is likely to allow more participation in the research enterprise of the many scientists who work in resource-poor settings and may be less able to compete in generating expensive new data.

Advancing the genomics field requires strong affirmative policies toward open and unrestricted data sharing that promote inclusive community-driven research and training. The intention of the funding agencies who require prepublication data sharing has always been to encourage the use of such data by the entire community and to encourage open competition to accelerate discovery and maximize the benefit for members of society who are paying for data generation.
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